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THE IMPERATIVE MORPHEME IN SERI 
Stephen A. Marlett 
1. Structure and use of the second person imperative 
2. Structure and use of the first person imperative 
3. Pertinent morphophonemic rules 
4. Spelling rule for the second person imperative morpheme 
4.1. Zero after first person singular object prefix 
4.2. /-k-/ before negative morpheme 
4.3. Zero after certain third person referent prefixes 
4.4. /-k-/ before certain short low vowels 
4.5. /-o-/ (abstract allomorph} before certain intransitive verbs 
4.6. /-?-/ elsewhere 
5. Spelling rule for the first person imperative morpheme 
5.1. /-so-/ before transitive verbs beginning with high vowels 
5.2. /-sa-/ before other transitive verbs 
5.3. /-ska-/ before intransitive verbs 
0. There are several allomorphs of the morpheme indicating second 
person imperative and several of the morpheme indicating first person 
imperative in Seri. 1 Since these allomorphs are for the most part 
suppletive in each case, it is necessary to posit two multi-clause spel-
ling rules to account for them. In this paper I will present evidence 
for the analysis I have adopted which to the best of my knowledge 
accounts for all of the second person and first person imperatives in 
Seri. 2 
l. The structure of the second person imperative is as follows: 
(3 ref) (l sing obj) imperative (neg) (ca) ({~~i~}) verb 
The morpheme for third person referent in imperatives is spelled /ko-/ 
when it precedes either a short low vowel or a consonant cluster of 
which the first consonant is k, ?, or a nasal, and /kW-/ elsewhere. The 
surface allomorph /kW-/ is derived from the latter by an allophonic rule. 3 
The morpheme for first person singular direct object in imperatives is 
spelled /?po-/, the vowel of which often deletes by regular morphopho-
nemic rules. 4 Second person objects of the imperative are apparently 
never pronominal in Seri. For example, Hit yourself! is ?ipi mfssoox 
i?nfp; literally, Hit yoUP o'/J1n being!. The third person pronominal 
direct object of the imperative is expressed by a zero morpheme. 
The negative morpheme is /-m-/. The causative morpheme has three 
suppletive allomorphs: /-a-/, /-a?-/, and /-ak-/. The passive morpheme 
has four suppletive allomorphs: /-?-/, /-a?-/, /-po-/, and /-p-/. 
Discussion of these important morphemes must be reserved for later. 
The intransitive marker, used only with the intransitive form of those 
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verbs that may be used transitively or intransitively is /-o-/. 5 
[+DJ 
If the direct object is indicated by a noun, the noun precedes the verb 
as shown in example {l). 
(1) m-60-r.,mox ki? k-assi ix// 
[2 poss]-nom-[gather firewood] the imp-cut 
Cut yoUI' fiPewood! 
If a first person indirect object is indicated, a referent pronoun 
immediately precedes the verbs just as in expressions in the indicative 
mood. This is illustrated in example (2). 
(2) ?ax pak ?e 7-aas // 
water some [l ref] imp-[give to drink] 
Give me some water to drink! 
If a third person indirect object is indicated, the third person refer-
ent prefix is used and the noun, if expressed, precedes the verb but may 
either precede or follow the direct object. This is shown in examples 
(3) and (4). 
( 3) s ixkam k i 'l saara k i 7 1<60-mxk // 
fish the Sarah the [(3 ref)=imp]-take/bring 
Take the fish to Sarah! 
(4) Saara ki? ?ax pak kW-7-aas // 
Sarah the water some [3 ref]-imp-[give to drink] 
Give Sarah some water to drink! 
The order of direct object and indirect object is also optional in the 
indicative mood. 
As for its usage, the second person imperative is usually repeated if it 
is not preceded by a clause, adverb or object. The following examples 
illustrate this. 
(5) k-attaax // k-attaax // a-??iit-im // 
imp-go imp-go [imp=intr]-eat-rep 
Go! Go! Eat!, i.e., Get eating! 
(6) po-yaam ta / k-assi ix // 
DF-[be later] SCF imp-cut 
Cut it later! 
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(7) mi sx ?-aa i I I 
well imp-do 
Take aa:r>e of it! 
(8) mos so ?-ex+ II 
again one imp-take 
Take anothe:r> one! 
(9) ?-ex+ 11 ?-ex+ 11 
imp-take imp-take 
Take it! Take it! 
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A milder command form consists of the inflected future tense form of 
the verb, as shown in example (10).G 
(l 0) i n-s-ex+-a?a I I 
[2 sub]-fut-take-TM 
You should buy it! 
2. The structure of the first person imperative is the same as 
that of the second person imperative. It never has a first person 
singular object and is always plural. 
A special rule is needed to move the negative morpheme to follow the 
first segment of the first person imperative morpheme. Imperatives that 
illustrate this are included in section 5. 
The use of the first person imperative is similar to the use of the 
second person imperative except that the first person imperative is not 
usually repeated. 
3. Of the numerous morphophonemic rules proposed for the analysis 
of Seri verbs, several are particularly pertinent to the analysis of the 
imperatives. These rules are given below without further explanation. 
Also included are two allophonic rules--W Coalescence and Nasal/Vowel 
Coalescence. Unless otherwise indicated, each rule has the word as its 
domain. 
Stress Placement: Unless otherwise marked, stress the first vowel 
of the verb stem. 
Vowel Coalescence V + V ~ V (the resultant vowel is 
[
-lo J [-lo 1 [+lo J marked to not undergo 
+bac -bacj -bac St~essed Vowel Length-
+D -long en1ng) 
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o Reduction I 
o Reduction II 
o Epenthesis 
i Epenthesis 
Q Ass i mil ati on 
m Assimilation 
Q Deletion 
Vowel Deletion I 
Vowel Deletion II 
Stress Shift 





V + V ~ V / the verb is intran-
[-lo tl [-lo J ['lo J sitive. +bac +bac +bac 
-long ~(the resultant vowel 
is marked to not 
undergo Stressed 
Vowel Lengthening) 
V + V =? V 
roJ :~ac r-lo J +bac +bac ro 1 -lonJ 





fJ + i I C# C C (left to right 
C r-obs J iterative) 
[-nas ] +clos -glot 
& 
Q + C I C . 
[af] r~il ot]-
f +nasl + r-lab] / V 




V + fJ / + V 
[-lo J -long 
V 
[+DJ 
V -+ fJ I + V 
[-str] [+long] 
V V 9 V V / // V. V 
[+str] [+strJ l 2 
1 2 1 2 
V + fJ I V + 
[-strJ [-[+DJ] +lo 
V +[+long]/ + C 
[+str] -






Nas a 1 /Vowel 
Coa 1 es cen ce 
W Coalescence 
k-+ kW/ 
m ? ::;:>? m 
1 2 2 1 
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m 
m V ~ (I V / kw 
[+nas] 
1 2 2 
Pause-bounded 
C W ::;, C 0 / [-ens] 
[ +bac] [+bac] -
+lab 
1 2 1 . 
The ordering of these rules is indicated below. 
Stress Placement 
Vowel Coalescence 
o Reduction I 
o Reduction I I 
o Epenthesis 




Vowel Deletion I 
Vowel Deletion 
Stress Shi ft 
Vowel Deletion III 









4. The following spelling rule gives the underlying forms of the 
allomorphs of the morpheme SECOND PERSON IMPERATIVE. 







3 REF_ l+l~ ~ 
-long 
-[+DJ 
l+l~ ) -long 
-[+DJ 




? I elsewhere 
The ordering of the clauses of this spelling rule is crucial. The 




4. 1. The morpheme SECOND PERSON It1PERATIVE is spelled /-0-/ when 
it is preceded by the morpheme FIRST PERSON SINGULAR OBJECT. Examples 




i 'l pom6o kt a 
i?pomaxpx 
i'lp ii pxk 





Underlying Form7 Gloss 
?po-\6-ookta Look at me! 
[l obj]-imp-[look at] 
'lpo-¢-ooktam Look (pZ.) at me! 
[l obj]-imp-[(look at)=pl] 
?po-¢-m-ookta Don't Zook at me! 
[l obj]-imp-neg-[look at] 
?po-¢-m-axpx Don't be mad at me!, 
[l obj]-imp-neg-[be mad at] i.e., Forgive me! 
?po-¢-iipxk Wrestle me! 
[l obj]-imp-wrestle 
?po-¢-ak-aitom Interpret for me! 
[l obj]-imp-ca-talk 
'lpo-¢-a st Tattoo me! 
[l obj]-imp-tattoo 
?po-¢-keeex Cut my h.air! 
[l obj~-imp-[cut hair] 
'lpo-¢-sanx. Carry me on your 
[l obj]-imp-[carry on back] baak! 
?po-¢-sakx Carry me on your 
[l obj]-imp-[carry on hip] hip! 
Notice the following example which has a first person plural direct 
object. The form ·,asi is the form used in indicative phrases also. 
(11) ?asi ?-6oktam // 
[l pl obj] imp-[(look at)=pl] 
Look (pl.) at us! 
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4.2. The morpheme SECOND PERSON IMPERATIVE is spelled /-k-/ when 




l<.onn r p 
komm6+x 
an kokW~skim 
kokW 1 ta+7aa 
mokamma 
















Don't point at 
him/it! 
Don't point! 
Don't jump across 
it! 
Don't jwnp! 
Don't gather t'Jiat 
firewood! 
k-m-o-apmox Don't gather fire-
imp~neg-intr-[gather firewood] wood! 
k-m-koos Don't forget it! 
imp-neg-forget 
k-m-nip Don't hit him/it! 
imp-neg-[hit with hand] 
k-m-ak-aiskan Don't shut it! 
imp-neg-ca-[be hard] 
k-m-Q6+x Don't argue (pl.)! 
imp-neg-[argue=pl] 
an ko-k-m-askim Don't enter! 
in [3 ref]-imp-neg-enter 
ko-k-m-ita+?aa Don't sell it! 
[3 ref]-imp-neg-exchange 
mo-k-amma Don't come! 
dir-imp-[move=neg] 
mi-assaax k-m-?eemt Don't be mad! 
[2 possj-spirit imp-neg-stink 
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4.3. The morpheme SECOND PERSON IMPERATIVE is spelled /-0-/ when 
it is preceded by the morpheme THIRD PERSON REFERENT and followed by an 
unmarked short low vowel. 9 Examples are given below. 
Surface Fann Underlying Form Gloss 
saara ki? l<.6omxk saa ra k i'l ko:-¢-amx k Take it to Ba.Pa! 
Sara the [3 ref]-imp-take 
an kooskim an ko-¢-askim Come in! 
in [3 ref]-imp-enter 
k6okl<.a ko-¢-akka Pour it in! 
[3 ref]-imp-[pour in] 
'/6?ra k6ottaax ?6?ra ko-attaax 
donkey [3 ref]-go 
Go Zike a donkey! 
The above spelling rule holds true for an undefined group of Seri 
speakers. Others, and perhaps a majority, apparently do not have the 
condition in this spelling rule that the short low vowel be unmarked. 
In other words, the morpheme IMPERATIVE is spelled /-0-/ when it is 
preceded by the morpheme THIRD PERSON REFERENT and followed by any 
short low vowel. The examples below illustrate the differences in the 
imperative forms between these groups of speakers. Examples (12) and 
(13) are fanned according to the spelling rule give first above, (12 1 ) 
and (13 1 ) according to the second version of that rule. Because the 
causative morpheme and the first vowel of the verb beZieve are marked 
vowels (they are marked to not undergo deletion), the speakers who use 
the fonns in (12) and (13) must µse the allomorph /-?-/ of the imperative 
morpheme (described in section 4.6.). 
(12) 'Hitom ak kW?a?ii?x // Bet~eve (pZ.J what I say! 
UF: ?i-¢-aitom ak l<W-7-a?fi?x 
[l poss]-nom-talk the [3 ref]-imp-[believe=pl] 
(12 1 ) 'Hitom ak kWa?ii.?x // BeZieve (pZ.J what I say! 
UF: ?i-¢-aitom ak kW-¢-a?fi?x 
[l poss]-nom-talk the [3 ref]-imp-[believe=pl] 
( 13) kW'/a k60SS j ixot HeZp him aut! 
UF: l<.W-7-ak-o-a ss i ix-ot 
[3 ref]-imp-ca-intr-cut-ben 
(13 1 ) kWak6055j ixot Hetp him aut! 




4.4. The morpheme SECOND PERSON IMPERATIVE is spelled /-k-/ when 
it is followed by an unmarked short low vowel. If the imperative 
morpheme is preceded by THIRD PERSOU REFERENT, it has already been 
spelled as indicated in section 4.3. Examples of forms explained by 
this clause of the spelling rule are given below. 
Surface Form 
kattaax 










































[1 ref] imp-[come=pl] 
Gloss 
Go! 
Eat (pZ. J them 
(iteza.) ! 
Give it! 
Do what you have 
been ozadezaed to do! 
Bzaing it! 
Hunt it!, oza Hunt! 
Beg for it! 
Weaza it azaound youza 
neak! 
Gather that fizaewood! 
Winnow it! 
BZow on it! 
BZow on it/them 
(iteza.) ! 
Blow (pZ.) on it! 
Blow (pZ.) on them 
(iteza.) ! 
Come (pZ.) to me! 
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4.5. The morpheme SECOND PERSON IMPERATIVE is spelled /-o-/ when 
it is followed by either a long or short o, a long low vowel, or a short 
low vowel that is marked to not delete and the verb is intransitive. 
This is an abstract morpheme because it""eTther undergoes o Reduction and 
possible a Fronting subsequently, or else it is deleted by a later rule. 





att i itkox 
as 
etteexa 






















an kW-o-o i skt 

























Come in (pl.)! 
Shout! 
Play (instrument)! 









4.6. The morpheme SECOND PERSON IMPERATIVE is spelled/-?-/ else-










?ax k"''laa 5 




i'lp f i 
6x ?apakta 
Underlying Form Gloss 




'l-i im Sleep! 
imp-sleep 
kW-'l-f i pn i Sip! 
[3 ref]-imp-sip 
?-ookta Look at it! 
imp-[look at] 
?-oon+ Stir it! 
imp-stir 
?-aaa Call it! 
imp-call 
,-aai Do it/3 or Make it! 
imp-do/make 
'l-aassi CaITy it away! 
imp-[carry away] 
?ax kW-?-aas Give him l.t)(2ter to 
water [3 ref]-imp-[give to drink! 
drink] 
kW-'l-i ta+?aa SeZZ it! 
[3 ref]-imp-exchange 
?-eetteex Peel it! 
imp-peel 




·t-p ii Taste it! 
imp-taste 
ox 1-a-po-ookta Do it Zike that! 







































Look foz, it! 





kW-'/-ak-o-a55iix-ot HeZp him aut! 
[3 refJ-imp-ca-intr-cut-ben 
ko-?-x ii t Hit him (with a 
[3 ref]-imp-[hit with stone] stone)! 
ko-?-mi i it Ask him it! 
[3 ref]-imp-ask 
'Ii i??e Give it! 
[imp=give] 
ko-?-Qax5 Hit it (with a 
[3 ref]-imp-[hit with stick] stiak)! 
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5. The following spelling rule gives the underlying fonns of the 
allomorphs of the morpheme FIRST PERSON IMPERATIVE. 
FIRST PERSON :> so/ V and the verb is transitive 
IMPERATIVE - [-lo] 
sa / elsewhere and the verb is transitive 
ska/ elsewhere 
The evidence for and explanation of each clause are presented in the 
following sections. 
5.1. The morpheme FIRST PERSON IMPERATIVE is spelled /-so-/ when 
[+DJ 
it is followed by a transitive verb that begins with a high vowel. 
Later rules coalesce and sometimes front and/or lengthen the prefix and 
stem vowels. Examples are given below. 
Surface Form Underlying Form Gloss 
sasi it so-si it Let's visit him! 
imp-[visit=pl] 
saaktam so-ooktam Let's Zook at it! 
imp-[(look at)=pl] 
, 
so-iii Let's hear it! seee 
imp-[hear=pl] 
seenneek so-oonneel< Let's aarPy them 
imp-[carry=pl] (sevePal items)! 
seemmoo sam lG so-immoos-am Let's beg for it! 
imp-[beg=pl]-iter 




5.2. The morpheme FIRST PERSON IMPERATIVE is spelled /-sa-/ before 
other transitive verbs. The.! of the prefix or stem is deleted by 
regular morphophonemic rules in many cases. 
Surface Form Underlying Form Gloss 
sayaat sa-yaat Let's own/have it! 
imp-[own/have=pl] 
sakeept sa-keept Let's like it! 
imp-[like=pl] 
sami stax sa-mi stax Let's PesembZe it! 
imp-[resemble=pl] 
sask6oyo sa-skooyo Let's smeZZ it! 
imp-[smell=pl] 
sap1<6oyo sa-pkooyo Let's taste it! 
imp-[taste=pl] 
' sasyox sa-asyox Let's d.Pink it! 
imp-[drink=pl] 
sa?t sa-a?t Let's see it! 
imp-[see=pl] 
saax 17 sa-aax Let's know it! 
imp-[know=pl] 
sakWt sa-akWt Let' S ki ZZ it! 
imp-[kill=pl] 





Let's say it! 
sassoot sa-assoot Let's borrOuJ it! 
imp-[borrow=pl] 
kWsat6os kW-sa-at6os Let's give it to him 
[3 ref]-imp-[(give 
drink)] 
to to drink! 
sass iaxk sa-assiaxl< Let's out it! 
imp-[cut=pl] 




5.3. The morpheme FIRST PERSON IMPERATIVE is spelled /-ska-/ 
before intransitive verbs. The a of the prefix or stem is deleted by 
regular morphophonemic rules in many cases. 
Surface Form Underlying Fonn Gloss 
sl<.at6i i ska-at6 ii 
imp-[cry=pl] 
Let's aray! 
sl<.at i kpan ska-at il<pan 
imp-[work=pl] 
Let's wrak! 
sl<.a i pt ska-a-i pt Let's pay! 
imp-ca-[exchange=pl] 





sl<.aato+l<a ska-aato+ka Let's fight! 
imp-[fight=pl] 
kWsk ita+·laaW kW-ska- i ta+"?aa Let's seZZ! 
[3 ref]-imp-[exchange=pl] 
skaann i i pxat ska-aann ii pxat 
imp-[(go home)=pl] 
Let's go home! 
skimmoosam 16 ska-immoos-am Let's beg! 
imp-[beg=pl]-iter 
?ant sk6i i ·,ant ska-o i i Let's get doum! 
down imp-[stand=plJ 
sl<.i ima ska-i ima Let's sleep! 
imp-[sleep=pl] 
sk6ssa ska-ossa Let's talk! 
imp-[talk=pl] 
sl<6i ito+ka ska-o-a i ito+ka Let's eat! 
imp-intr-[eat=pl] 
sk6syox ska-o-asyox Let's draink! 
imp-intr-[drink=pl] 




k , . 
S .a:..ma1x 
imp-[(be quiet)=pl] 
Let's be quiet! 
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Surface Form Underlying Form Gloss 





skak6mxox ska-komxox Let's be noisy! 
imp-[{be noisy)=pl] 









Let's not argue! 
SOl)kat i kpan ska-m-at ikpan Let 's not oork ! 
imp-neg-[work=pl] 
FOOTNOTES 
1Number of subject person and the type of action {punctiliar, 
iterative, or repetitive) are indicated by the stem of the verb and 
by certain affixes. All forms cited in this paper will be singular 
subject and singular object unless otherwise stated. If the action is 
on one object repetitively or on more than one object iteratively, the 
verb will be identified as having the morpheme ITERATIVE, since most 
verbs have only one form for both of these types of actions. 
21 wish to express my deep appreciation to Mary Beck Moser for so 
graciously providing me with the data used in this paper. The data were 
collected by Mrs. Moser ~nd her late husband Edward over a period of 
approximately twenty-five years under the auspices of the Sumner Institute 
of Lingui st1 cs. 
According to this analysis, the phonemes of Seri are: obstruents 
/pt k, W s ~; x X/ (the symbol f is often used in other literature 
for the sound!,); non-obstruent non-syllabics /m n y ?/; syllabics 
/i ii o oo m a1a1 a aa/ (the symbol e will be used in this paper, as in 
others, to represent the sound !_).-The vowels /i/, /ii/, /o/, and /oo/ 
function as high vowels. The others function as low vowels. One more 
systematic phoneme is proposed to which I have assigned the symbol 9. up 
to this point. Its peculiar characteristics can be seen by examining 
the morphophonemic rules in section 3. There are two phonemes which 
occur in loan words: /r/ and /1/. The voiced lateral occurs very 
infrequently in words that are not loanwords, but in these words it is 
generally being replaced by the voiceless lateral. 
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The following abbreviations are used: 
ca, causative 
D, diacritic 










SCF, subject change future 
TM, tense-mode marker 
1, first person 
2, second person 
3, third person 
A single slash/ indicates the end of a clause. A double slash// indi-
cates the end of a sentence. 
3Some verbs always use the third person referent morpheme for reasons 
that are not totally clear. 
4The morpheme indicating first person direct object in an indicative 
phrase is the pronoun ?im. 
The irregular verb /-ee/ give also uses the allomorph /?po-/, the 
o of which is marked in this case not to delete and not to receive the 
stress, as notice in i?poee Give me!. This form also illustrates the 
operation of a dative advancement rule in Seri. By this rule the 
indirect object in the logical structure becomes the direct object of 
the verb in the surface structure. This rule is obligatory with some 
verbs if the direct object is not expressed; it is optional with some 
vl!rbs even if the direct object is expressed; it is apparently always 
obligatory with the verb /-ee/. Compare the following sentences. 
(a) i ?p-aas // 
[(l obj)=imp]-[give to drir1k] 
Give me (something) to d.rink! 
(b) xikkaa k-6oppoo+ pak i?p-aas // 
things nom-[be black] some ((1 obj)=imo]-[qive to drink] 
.Give me some coffee to d.rink! 
(c) xfkl<.aa k-6oppoo+ pak ?e ?-aas // 
things nom-[be black] some [l ref] imp-[give to drink] 
Give me some coffee to d.rink! 
(d) i?p-a-ani it-im // 
[(l obj)=imp]-ca-eat-iter 
Feed me! 
(e) six so ?e 7-a-a?? i it-im // 
thing a [l ref] imp-ca-eat-iter 
Feed me something! 
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( f) t6m k ?e l<.-amxl<. // 
money the [l ref] imp-bring 
BPing me the money! 
(g) t6m k i?po-6e // 
money the [(l obj)=imp]-give 
Give me the money! 
5The o of this morpheme is marked [+D] because this o undergoes 
changes that other .Q_'s in similar situations do not. -
See my earlier "A Sketch of Seri Verb Morphophonemics" (now under-
going revision) in the 1976 Workpapers of the Summer Institute of 
Linguistics, University of North Dakota, Vol. 20. 
6 In Seri society, sometimes even greater respect must be shown to 
the adressee than is conveyed by the inflected future tense form of the 
verb. Circumlocutions such as "if I were to eat something,,," and 
"perhaps to go is wanted" are used. 
7The underlying forms of the prefixes are given with these examples. 
but the verb stems given are intermediate forms. 
8/mo- -a/ (toward- -move) come is an irregular verb. 
9Most verbs whose stems begin with a short low vowel lose that vowel 
when the prefix preceding the stem ends in a vowel. The exceptions to 
this are extremely few. The include /-akkaat/ swim (which contrasts with 
the regular /-akkaat/ be bitteP), /-as/ reach foP by mistake, /-askim/ 
paddle, and /-ex+/ take. The causative morpheme, which has the allo-
morphs /-a-/, /-a?-/, and /-ak-/, never loses its vowel. In this analysis 
I have chosen to mark the vowel of the causative morpheme as well as the 
initial stem vowel of swim, etc., with the ad hoc marking [+D] and write 
the deletion rules in such a way that they refer to any short low vowel 
that is not marked in this way. 
10/-ee/ give is an irregular verb. 
11 The verb /-aaa+/ is an irregular verb in that its initial stem vowel, 
although functioning as a short low vowel in deletion rules and in taking 
this spelling of the morpheme for imperative, deletes after a consonant. 
Thus the forms x6aa+ (UF=xo-aaa+} He did as he was ordered to do! and 
taa+ (UF=t-aaa+) Did he do as he was ordered to do? 
!2 /-amW/ hunt is one of .the very few verbs in Seri that can be used 
transitively or intransitively without using the intransitive marker in 
the intransitive forms. 
13 /-aom/ beg is an irregular verb in that it does not use the intransi-
tive marker in the intransitive form. Instead, the initial vowel of the 
stem is marked [+D] in the intransitive forms and so does not delete 
according to the deletion rules as it does in the transitive forms. 
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14/mo- -a/ aome uses this spelling of the morpheme imperative by ad 
hoc marking. 
15/-ii- -e/ give is an irregular verb and is distinct from /-ee/. 
16/-imrroos-/ beg is one of the very few verbs in Seri that can be 
used transitively or intransitively without using the intransitive 
marker in the intransitive fonn. 
1~/-a-/ know is an irregular verb. 
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0. Introduction 
THE IMPERATIVE MORPHEME IN SERI 
Stephen A. Marlett 
1. Structure and use of the second person imperative 
2. Structure and use of the first person imperative 
3. Pertinent morphophonemic rules 
4. Spelling rule for the second person imperative morpheme 
4.1. Zero after first person singular object prefix 
4.2. /-k-/ before negative morpheme 
4.3. Zero after certain third person referent prefixes 
4.4. /-k-/ before certain short low vowels 
4.5. /-o-/ (abstract allomorph} before certain intransitive verbs 
4.6. /-?-/ elsewhere 
5. Spelling rule for the first person imperative morpheme 
5.1. /-so-/ before transitive verbs beginning with high vowels 
5.2. /-sa-/ before other transitive verbs 
5.3. /-ska-/ before intransitive verbs 
0. There are several allomorphs of the morpheme indicating second 
person imperative and several of the morpheme indicating first person 
imperative in Seri. 1 Since these allomorphs are for the most part 
suppletive in each case, it is necessary to posit two multi-clause spel-
ling rules to account for them. In this paper I will present evidence 
for the analysis I have adopted which to the best of my knowledge 
accounts for all of the second person and first person imperatives in 
Seri. 2 
l. The structure of the second person imperative is as follows: 
(3 ref) (l sing obj) imperative (neg) (ca) ({~~i~}) verb 
The morpheme for third person referent in imperatives is spelled /ko-/ 
when it precedes either a short low vowel or a consonant cluster of 
which the first consonant is k, ?, or a nasal, and /kW-/ elsewhere. The 
surface allomorph /kW-/ is derived from the latter by an allophonic rule. 3 
The morpheme for first person singular direct object in imperatives is 
spelled /?po-/, the vowel of which often deletes by regular morphopho-
nemic rules. 4 Second person objects of the imperative are apparently 
never pronominal in Seri. For example, Hit yourself! is ?ipi mfssoox 
i?nfp; literally, Hit your ouJn being!. The third person pronominal 
direct object of the imperative is expressed by a zero morpheme. 
The negative morpheme is /-m-/. The causative morpheme has three 
suppletive allomorphs: /-a-/, /-a?-/, and /-ak-/. The passive morpheme 
has four suppletive allomorphs: /-?-/, /-a?-/, /-po-/, and /-p-/. 
Discussion of these important morphemes must be reserved for later. 
The intransitive marker, used only with the intransitive form of those 
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verbs that may be used transitively or intransitively is /-o-/. 5 
[+DJ 
If the direct object is indicated by a noun, the noun precedes the verb 
as shown in example {l). 
( l ) m-60-l'mox k i 7 k-a ss i i X / / 
[2 poss]-nom-[gather firewood] the imp-cut 
Cut yoUP fiPewood! 
If a first person indirect object is indicated, a referent pronoun 
immediately precedes the verbs just as in expressions in the indicative 
mood. This is illustrated in example (2). 
(2) ?ax pak ?e 7-aas // 
water some [l ref] imp-[give to drink] 
Give me some wateP to d.T'ink! 
If a third person indirect object is indicated, the third person refer-
ent prefix is used and the noun, if expressed, precedes the verb but may 
either precede or follow the direct object. This is shown in examples 
{3) and {4). 
{ 3) s ixkam k i 'l saara k i? 1<60-mxk // 
fish the Sarah the [(3 ref)=imp]-take/bring 
Take the fish to SaPah! 
(4) Saara ki? ?ax pak kW-?-aaS // 
Sarah the water some [3 ref]-imp-[give to drink] 
Give SaPah some wateP to d.T'ink! 
The order of direct object and indirect object is also optional in the 
indicative mood. 
As for its usage, the second person imperative is usually repeated if it 
is not preceded by a clause, adverb or object. The following examples 
illustrate this. 
(5) k-attaax // k-attaax // a-??iit-im // 
imp-go imp-go [imp=intr]-eat-rep 
Go! Go! Eat!, i.e., Get eating! 
(6) po-yaam ta / k-assi ix // 
DF-[be later] SCF imp-cut 
Cut it ZateP ! 
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(7) mi sx ?-aa i I I 
well imp-do 
Take aa:r>e of it! 
(8) mos so ?-ex+ II 
again one imp-take 
Take anothe:r> one! 
(9) ?-ex+ 11 ?-ex+ 11 
imp-take imp-take 
Take it! Take it! 
27 
A milder command form consists of the inflected future tense form of 
the verb, as shown in example (10).G 
(l 0) i n-s-ex+-a?a I I 
[2 sub]-fut-take-TM 
You should buy it! 
2. The structure of the first person imperative is the same as 
that of the second person imperative. It never has a first person 
singular object and is always plural. 
A special rule is needed to move the negative morpheme to follow the 
first segment of the first person imperative morpheme. Imperatives that 
illustrate this are included in section 5. 
The use of the first person imperative is similar to the use of the 
second person imperative except that the first person imperative is not 
usually repeated. 
3. Of the numerous morphophonemic rules proposed for the analysis 
of Seri verbs, several are particularly pertinent to the analysis of the 
imperatives. These rules are given below without further explanation. 
Also included are two allophonic rules--W Coalescence and Nasal/Vowel 
Coalescence. Unless otherwise indicated, each rule has the word as its 
domain. 
Stress Placement: Unless otherwise marked, stress the first vowel 
of the verb stem. 
Vowel Coalescence V + V ~ V (the resultant vowel is 
[
-lo J [-lo 1 [+lo J marked to not undergo 
+bac -bacj -bac St~essed Vowel Length-
+D -long en1ng) 
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o Reduction I 
o Reduction II 
o Epenthesis 
i Epenthesis 
Q Ass i mil ati on 
m Assimilation 
Q Deletion 
Vowel Deletion I 
Vowel Deletion II 
Stress Shift 





V + V ~ V / the verb is intran-
[-lo tl [-lo J ['lo J sitive. +bac +bac +bac 
-long ~(the resultant vowel 
is marked to not 
undergo Stressed 
Vowel Lengthening) 
V + V =? V 
roJ :~ac r-lo J +bac +bac ro 1 -lonJ 





fJ + i I C# C C (left to right 
C r-obs J iterative) 
[-nas ] +clos -glot 
& 
Q + C I C . 
[af] r~il ot]-
f +nasl + r-lab] / V 




V + fJ / + V 
[-lo J -long 
V 
[+DJ 
V -+ fJ I + V 
[-str] [+long] 
V V 9 V V / // V. V 
[+str] [+strJ l 2 
1 2 1 2 
V + fJ I V + 
[-strJ [-[+DJ] +lo 
V +[+long]/ + C 
[+str] -






Nasal /Vowe 1 
Coa 1 es cen ce 
W Coalescence 
k-+ kW/ 
m? ~? m 
1 2 2 1 
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m 
m V :;, (I V / kw 
[+nas] 
1 2 2 
Pause-bounded 
C W ~ C 0 / [-ens] 
[ +bac] [+bac] -
+lab 
1 2 1 . 
The ordering of these rules is indicated below. 
Stress Placement 
Vowel Coalescence 
o Reduction I 
o Reduction I I 
o Epenthesis 




Vowel Deletion I 
Vowel Deletion 
Stress Shi ft 
Vowel Deletion III 









4. The following spelling rule gives the underlying forms of the 
allomorphs of the morpheme SECOND PERSON IMPERATIVE. 







3 REF_ l+l~ ~ 
-long 
-[+D] 
l+l~ ) -lon~ -[+DJ 




? I elsewhere 
The ordering of the clauses of this spelling rule is crucial. The 




4. 1. The morpheme SECOND PERSON It1PERATIVE is spelled /-0-/ when 
it is preceded by the morpheme FIRST PERSON SINGULAR OBJECT. Examples 




i 'l pom6o kt a 
i?pomaxpx 
i'lpi ipxk 





Underlying Form7 Gloss 
?po-¢-ookta Look at me! 
[l obj]-imp-[look at] 
'lpo-¢-ooktam Look (pZ.) at me! 
[l obj]-imp-[(look at)=pl] 
?po-¢-m-ookta Don't Zook at me! 
[l obj]-imp-neg-[look at] 
?po-¢-m-axpx Don't be mad at me!, 
[l obj]-imp-neg-[be mad at] i.e., Forgive me! 
?po-¢-iipxk Wrestle me! 
[l obj]-imp-wrestle 
?po-¢-ak-aitom Interpret for me! 
[l obj]-imp-ca-talk 
'/po-¢-a st Tattoo me! 
[l obj]-imp-tattoo 
?po-¢-keeex Cut my ha.iP! 
[l objJ-imp-[cut hair] 
'lpo-¢-sanx. CaPPy me on youP 
[l obj]-imp-[carry on back] baak! 
?po-¢-sakx CaPPy me on youxi 
[l obj]-imp-[carry on hip] hip! 
Notice the following example which has a first person plural direct 
object. The form ?asi is the form used in indicative phrases also. 
(11) ?asi ?-6oktam // 
[l pl obj] imp-[(look at)=pl] 
Look (pZ.) at us! 
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4.2. The morpheme SECOND PERSON IMPERATIVE is spelled /-k-/ when 
followed by the morpheme NEGATIVE. Examples are given below. 
Surface Form 
kont is 
kWQt j S 
1<.W f xW 
kol)k6os 
l<onn i p 
kWg ka j Ska n 
komm6+x 
an kokW~skim 
kokW i ta+7aa 
mokamma 
















Don't point at 
him/it! 
Don't point! 
Don't jwrrp across 
it! 
Don't jwnp! 
Don't gather that 
fireoood ! 
k-m-o-apmox Don't gather fire-
imp~neg-intr-[gather firewood] wood! 
k-m-koos Don't forget it! 
imp-neg-forget 
k-m-nip Don't hit him/it! 
imp-neg-[hit with hand] 
k-m-ak-aiskan Don't shut it! 
imp-neg-ca-[be hard] 
l<.-m-Q6+x Don't argue (pl.)! 
imp-neg-[argue=pl] 
an ko-k-m-askim Don't enter! 
in [3 ref]-imp-neg-enter 
ko-k-m-ita+?aa Don't sell it! 
[3 ref]-imp-neg-exchange 
mo-k-amma Don't come! 
dir-imp-[move=neg] 
mi-assaax k-m-?eemt Don't be mad! 
[2 possj-spirit imp-neg-stink 
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4.3. The morpheme SECOND PERSON IMPERATIVE is spelled /-0-/ when 
it is preceded by the morpheme THIRD PERSON REFERENT and followed by an 
unmarked short low vowel. 9 Examples are given below. 
Surface Form Underlying Form Gloss 
saara ki? l<.6omxk saa ra k i'l ko:-¢-amx k Take it to Ba.Pa! 
Sara the [3 ref]-imp-take 
an k6oskim an ko-¢-askim Come in! 
in [3 ref]-imp-enter 
k6okl<.a ko-¢-akka Pour it in! 
[3 ref]-imp-[pour in] 
?6?ra k6ottaax ?6?ra ko-attaax 
donkey [3 ref]-go 
Go like a donkey! 
The above spelling rule holds true for an undefined group of Seri 
speakers. Others, and perhaps a majority, apparently do not have the 
condition in this spelling rule that the short low vowel be unmarked. 
In other words, the morpheme IMPERATIVE is spelled /-0-/ when it is 
preceded by the morpheme THIRD PERSON REFERENT and followed by any 
short low vowel. The examples below illustrate the differences in the 
imperative forms between these groups of speakers. Examples (12) and 
(13) are formed according to the spelling rule give first above, (12') 
and (13') according to the second version of that rule. Because the 
causative morpheme and the first vowel of the verb believe are marked 
vowels (they are marked to not undergo deletion), the speakers who use 
the forms in (12) and (13) must µse the allomorph /-?-/ of the imperative 
morpheme (described in section 4.6.). 
(12) 'Hitom ak l<.W?a?ri'lx // Bel~eve (pl.) what I say! 
UF: ?i-¢-aitom ak l<W-7-a?fi?x 
[l poss]-nom-talk the [3 ref]-imp-[believe=pl] 
(12') 'Hitom ak kWa?fi.?x // Believe (pl.) what I say! 
UF: ?i-¢-aitom ak l<.W-¢-a?fi?x 
[l poss]-nom-talk the [3 ref]-imp-[believe=pl] 
( 13) kW'/a k60SS j ixot Help him out! 
UF: l<.W-'l-a k-o-a 55 i i x-ot 
[3 ref]-imp-ca-intr-cut-ben 
(13') kWakoo55j ixot Help him out! 




4.4. The morpheme SECOND PERSON IMPERATIVE is spelled /-k-/ when 
it is followed by an unmarked short low vowel. If the imperative 
morpheme is preceded by THIRD PERSOU REFERENT, it has already been 
spelled as indicated in section 4.3. Examples of forms explained by 
this clause of the spelling rule are given below. 
Surface Form 
kattaax 









































[l ref] imp-[come=pl] 
Gloss 
Go! 
Eat (pZ.) them 
(itero.) I 
Give it! 
Do what you have 
been oroderoed to do! 
Broing it! 
Hunt it!, oro Hunt! 
Beg faro it! 
Wear> it aroound youro 
neak! 
Gather> that firoewood! 
Winnow it! 
BZow on it! 
BZow on it/them 
(itero.) I 
Blow (pl.) on it! 
Blow (pZ.) on them 
(itero.) I 
Come (pl.) to me I 
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4.5. The morpheme SECOND PERSON IMPERATIVE is spelled /-o-/ when 
it is followed by either a long or short o, a long low vowel, or a short 
low vowel that is marked to not delete and the verb is intransitive. 
This is an abstract morpheme because it""eTther undergoes o Reduction and 
possible a Fronting subsequently, or else it is deleted by a later rule. 





att i itkox 
as 
etteexa 






















an kW-o-o i skt 

























Come in (pl.)! 
Shout! 
Play (instrument)! 









4.6. The morpheme SECOND PERSON IMPERATIVE is spelled/-?-/ else-










?ax k"''laa s 




i 'lp f i 
6x ?apakta 
Underlying Form Gloss 




'l-i im Sleep! 
imp-sleep 
kW-'l-f i pn i Sip! 
[3 ref]-imp-sip 
?-ookta Look at it! 
imp-[look at] 
?-oon+ Stir it! 
imp-stir 
?-aaa Call it! 
imp-call 
,-aai Do it/3 or Make it! 
imp-do/make 
'l-aassi Carry it away! 
imp-[carry away] 
?ax kW-?-aas Give him water to 
water [3 ref]-imp-[give to drink! 
drink] 
kW-'l-i ta+?aa Sell it! 
[3 ref]-imp-exchange 
?-eetteex Peel it! 
imp-peel 




·t-p ii Taste it! 
imp-taste 
ox ?-a-po-ookta Do it Zike that! 











ko'lx r it 


























Look fol' it! 





kW-'}-ak-o-assiix-ot Help him out! 
[3 ref]-imp-ca-intr-cut-ben 
ko-?-x ii t Hit him (with a 
[3 ref]-imp-[hit with stone] stone)! 
ko-?-mi i it Ask him it! 
[3 ref]-imp-ask 
'Iii ??e Give it! 
[imp=give] 
ko-?-Qaxs Hit it (with a 
[3 ref]-imp-[hit with stick] stiak)! 
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5. The following spelling rule gives the underlying fonns of the 
allomorphs of the morpheme FIRST PERSON IMPERATIVE. 
FIRST PERSON :> so/ V and the verb is transitive 
IMPERATIVE - [-lo] 
sa / elsewhere and the verb is transitive 
ska/ elsewhere 
The evidence for and explanation of each clause are presented in the 
following sections. 
5.1. The morpheme FIRST PERSON IMPERATIVE is spelled /-so-/ when 
[+DJ 
it is followed by a transitive verb that begins with a high vowel. 
Later rules coalesce and sometimes front and/or lengthen the prefix and 
stem vowels. Examples are given below. 
Surface Form Underlying Form Gloss 
sasf it so-si it Let's visit him! 
imp-[visit=pl] 
saaktam so-ooktam Let's Zook at it! 
imp-[(look at)=pl] 
r so-iii Let's hear it! seee 
imp-[hear=pl] 
seenneek so-oonneel< Let's aarPy them 
imp-[carry=pl] (sevePaZ items)! 
seemmoo sam l6 so-immoos-am Let's beg foP it! 
imp-[beg=pl]-iter 




5.2. The morpheme FIRST PERSON IMPERATIVE is spelled /-sa-/ before 
other transitive verbs. The.! of the prefix or stem is deleted by 
regular morphophonemic rules in many cases. 
Surface Fonn Underlting Form Gloss 
sayaat sa-yaat Let's oz,m/fla.Ve it! 
imp-[own/have=pl] 
sakeept sa-keept Let's like it! 
imp-[like=pl] 
sami stax sa-mi stax Let's PesembZe it! 
imp-[resemble=pl] 




Let's taste it! 
' sasyox sa-asyox Let's d.Pink it! 
imp-[drink=pl] 
sa?t sa-a?t Let's see it! 
imp-[see=pl] 
saax 17 sa-aax Let's know it! 
imp-[know=pl] 
sakWt sa-akWt Let, s ki zz it! 
imp-[kill=pl] 





Let's say it! 
sassoot sa-assoot Let's borrow it! 
imp-[borrow=pl] 
kWsat6os kW-sa-at6os Let~s give it to him 
[3 ref]-imp-[(give 
drink)] 
to to dPink! 
sass iaxk sa-assiaxl< Let's out it! 
imp-[cut=pl] 




5.3. The morpheme FIRST PERSON IMPERATIVE is spelled /-ska-/ 
before intransitive verbs. The a of the prefix or stem is deleted by 
regular morphophonemic rules in many cases. 
Surface Form Underlying Fann Gloss 
skat6i i ska-at6 ii 
imp-[cry=pl] 
Let's aray! 
skat ikpan ska-at f l<pan Let's worak! 
imp-[work=pl] 











kWsl<. ita+·laaW kW-ska-itaHaa Let's seZZ! 
[3 ref]-imp-[exchange=pl] 
skaann i i pxat ska-aann ii pxat 
imp-[(go home)=pl] 
Let's go home! 
skimmoosam 16 ska-immoos-am 
imp-[beg=pl]-iter 
Let's beg! 
?ant sk6i i ·,ant ska-o i i Let's get doum! 
down imp-[stand=plJ 
sl<.f ima ska-i ima Let's sleep! 
imp-[sleep=pl] 
sk6ssa ska-ossa Let's talk! 
imp-[talk=pl] 
sl<6i ito+ka ska-o-a i ito+ka Let's eat! 
imp-intr-[eat=pl] 
sk6syox ska-o-asyox Let·s draink! 
imp-intr-[drink=pl] 
sk6oss iaxk ska-o-assiaxk Let's aut! 
imp-intr-[cut=pl] 
skaraiX 




Surface Form Underlying Form Gloss 





skak6mxox ska-komxox Let's be noisy! 
imp-[{be noisy)=pl] 









Let's not argue! 
SOl)kat i kpan ska-m-at ikpan Let 's not oork ! 
imp-neg-[work=pl] 
FOOTNOTES 
1Number of subject person and the type of action {punctiliar, 
iterative, or repetitive) are indicated by the stem of the verb and 
by certain affixes. All forms cited in this paper will be singular 
subject and singular object unless otherwise stated. If the action is 
on one object repetitively or on more than one object iteratively, the 
verb will be identified as having the morpheme ITERATIVE, since most 
verbs have only one form for both of these types of actions. 
21 wish to express my deep appreciation to Mary Beck Moser for so 
graciously providing me with the data used in this paper. The data were 
collected by Mrs. Moser ~nd her late husband Edward over a period of 
approximately twenty-five years under the auspices of the Sumner Institute 
of Lingui st1 cs. 
According to this analysis, the phonemes of Seri are: obstruents 
/pt k, W s ~ ~ x X/ (the symbol f is often used in other literature 
for the sound!_); non-obstruent non-syllabics /m n y ?/; syllabics 
/i ii o oo m a1a1 a aa/ (the symbol e will be used in this paper, as in 
others, to represent the sound !_).-The vowels /i/, /ii/, /o/, and /oo/ 
function as high vowels. The others function as low vowels. One more 
systematic phoneme is proposed to which I have assigned the symbol !l up 
to this point. Its peculiar characteristics can be seen by examining 
the morphophonemic rules in section 3. There are two phonemes which 
occur in loan words: /r/ and /1/. The voiced lateral occurs very 
infrequently in words that are not loanwords, but in these words it is 
generally being replaced by the voiceless lateral. 
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The following abbreviations are used: 
ca, causative 
D, diacritic 










SCF, subject change future 
TM, tense-mode marker 
1, first person 
2, second person 
3, third person 
A single slash/ indicates the end of a clause. A double slash// indi-
cates the end of a sentence. 
3Some verbs always use the third person referent morpheme for reasons 
that are not totally clear. 
4The morpheme indicating first person direct object in an indicative 
phrase is the pronoun ?im. 
The irregular verb /-ee/ give also uses the allomorph /?po-/, the 
o of which is marked in this case not to delete and not to receive the 
stress, as notice in i?poee Give me!. This form also illustrates the 
operation of a dative advancement rule in Seri. By this rule the 
indirect object in the logical structure becomes the direct object of 
the verb in the surface structure. This rule is obligatory with some 
verbs if the direct object is not expressed; it is optional with some 
vl!rbs even if the direct object is expressed; it is apparently always 
obligatory with the verb /-ee/. Compare the following sentences. 
(a) i ?p-aas // 
[(l obj)=imp]-[give to drir1k] 
Give me (something) to drink! 
(b) xikkaa k-6oppoo+ pak i?p-aas // 
things nom-[be black] some ((1 obj)=imo]-[qive to drink] 
.Give me some coffee to drink! 
(c) xfkkaa k-6oppoo+ pak ?e ?-aas // 
things nom-[be black] some [l ref] imp-[give to drink] 
Give me some coffee to drink! 
(d) i?p-a-ani it-im // 
[(l obj)=imp]-ca-eat-iter 
Feed me! 
(e) six so ?e 7-a-a?? i it-im // 
thing a [l ref] imp-ca-eat-iter 
Feed me something! 
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( f) t6m k ?e l<.-amxl<. // 
money the [l ref] imp-bring 
Bring me the money! 
(g) t6m k i?po-6e // 
money the [(1 obj)=imp]-give 
Give me the money! 
5The o of this morpheme is marked [+DJ because this o undergoes 
changes that other .Q_'s in similar situations do not. -
See my earlier "A Sketch of Seri Verb Morphophonemics" (now under-
going revision) in the 1976 Workpapers of the Summer Institute of 
Linguistics, University of North Dakota, Vol. 20. 
6 In Seri society, sometimes even greater respect must be shown to 
the adressee than is conveyed by the inflected future tense form of the 
verb. Circumlocutions such as "if I were to eat something,,," and 
"perhaps to go is wanted" are used. 
7The underlying forms of the prefixes are given with these examples. 
but the verb stems given are intermediate forms. 
8/mo- -a/ (toward- -move) aome is an irregular verb. 
9Most verbs whose stems begin with a short low vowel lose that vowel 
when the prefix preceding the stem ends in a vowel. The exceptions to 
this are extremely few. The include /-akkaat/ swim (which contrasts with 
the regular /-akkaat/ be bitter), /-as/ reaah for by mistake, /-askim/ 
paddle, and /-ex+/ take. The causative morpheme, which has the allo-
morphs /-a-/, /-a?-/, and /-ak-/, never loses its vowel. In this analysis 
I have chosen to mark the vowel of the causative morpheme as well as the 
initial stem vowel of swim, etc., with the ad hoc marking [+DJ and write 
the deletion rules in such a way that they refer to any short low vowel 
that is not marked in this way. 
10/-ee/ give is an irregular verb. 
11 The verb /-aaa+/ is an irregular verb in that its initial stem vowel, 
although functioning as a short low vowel in deletion rules and in taking 
this spelling of the morpheme for imperative, deletes after a consonant. 
Thus the forms x6aa+ (UF=xo-aaa+} He did as he was ordered to do! and 
taa+ (UF=t-aaa+) Did he do as he was ordered to do? 
!2 /-amW/ hunt is one of .the very few verbs in Seri that can be used 
transitively or intransitively without using the intransitive marker in 
the intransitive forms. 
13 /-aom/ beg is an irregular verb in that it does not use the intransi-
tive marker in the intransitive form. Instead, the initial vowel of the 
stem is marked [+DJ in the intransitive forms and so does not delete 
according to the deletion rules as it does in the transitive forms. 
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14/mo- -a/ come uses this spelling of the morpheme imperative by ad 
hoc marking. 
15/-ii- -e/ give is an irregular verb and is distinct from /-ee/. 
16/-imrroos-/ beg is one of the very few verbs in Seri that can be 
used transitively or intransitively without using the intransitive 
marker in the intransitive fonn. 
1~/-a-/ know is an irregular verb. 
